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Printing
Session Set
Ames, Noted Statesman, Sentinel
Of Color Runs
Begins Four-Day Visit To Start Today To Consider
Former Financial Director for League of Nations
Opens Lecture Schedule at Convocation;
Eight Engagements Planned
Sir Herbert Ames today began a four-day visit at Montana
with a convocation talk discussing the ascendancy of Hitler to
power in Germany, and to what advantage he used the power.
The former financial director of the League of Nations secre
tariat will speak at 6 o’clock to-1
night at an Authors’ club dinner.
He will lecture at 8 o’clock in the
Student Union theater on “A Week
at the National Socialist Party Con
gress in Vienna,” ilustrated by a
newsreel.
The distinguished Canadian ar
rived at 3 o’clock yesterday. Dean
R. C. Line entertained him at a tea
at 4 o'clock and he attended the
Percy Grainger concert last night.
Sir Herbert’s tour is sponsored
by the Carnegie Endowment tor
International Peace.
Wednesday’s Program
Wednesday’s program tor Sir
Herbert offers a convocation at 11
o'clock, “The Passing of Austria;
Was It Liberation or Conquest?”,
a R o t a r y club luncheon at 12
o’clock and another lecture at 8
o’clock, “Does German Rearma
Sir Herbert Ames, visiting pro
ment Mean Another War?”
Thursday Ames talks before fin fessor who opened his four-day
ance and economics classes, “Why visit at the university at convoca
There Are No Bank Failures in tion this morning. Ames is a for
Canada,” and lectures at 8 o’clock mer treasurer of the League of Na
on “Czechoslovakia—A Democracy tions.
in Danger.”
His final lecture here will come
a t 9 o’clock Friday when he talks
on “British Policy a t Geneva.” He
will lunch with International Re
lations club at' 12:30 o’clock and
leave in the afternoon.
College Visitor
Sir Herbert has worked with the
Carnegie Endowment for e i g h t
years, he said yesterday, traveling
(Continued on Page F o u r)

WAA Board
Names Eight
For Election
Spring Polls Will Open
Tuesday, April 19,
Says Sorge

School Forum
Helen Betty McKee, Dixon, and
Cunniff, Augusta, have been
W ill Interpret Esther
nominated for WAA president by
the organization’s executive board.
board nominations are Lil
Incorporation Other
lian Cervenka, Lewistown, a n d
Control of Student Funds
To Be Discussed
By Congress

Lois Bauer, Columbia Falls, vicepresident; Rose Crisafulli, Glen
dive, and Eleanor Snyder, Great
Falls, secretary, and Eunice Flem
ing, Whitefish, and Julianne Pres
ton, Great Falls, treasurer.
Spring election of officers will
be Tuesday and Wednesday, April
19 and 20, President Helen Sorge
announced yesterday. Polls will
be open 1 to 5 o'clock Tuesday and
from 9 to 12 and 1 to 5 o’clock
Wednesday.
“Active members of WAA or
women who have earned one or
more points in WAA sports are
eligible to vote,” said President
Sorge.
Incumbents are Sorge, M a r y
Anne Christensen, Eunice Fleming
and Mary Leichner, president,
vice-president, secretary and treas
urer respectively.

The B u t t e printing company
which holds the Sentinel contract
will start color runs, first printing
on the 1938 book, today, according
to LaRue Smith, editor. Work has
been delayed because paper failed
to arrive.
Smith has sent all engraving
copy to the Los Angeles company
handling that contract and half of
the plates have been finished and
returned to Butte. Only remain
ing work tor the staff is to finish
copy-writing, which must be com
pleted before April 23.
Advertising this year will ex
ceed the 1937 Sentinel’s high by 15
pages, Ty Robinson, business man
ager, says. Advertising deadline
is April 15.
Both Smith and C. N. Bessette,
the Butte printer, have received
fetters from the Kingscraft Cover
company, Sentinel cover makers,
complimenting B e s s e t t e on the
binding job he did on a sample
book. Covers are nearly finished.

Acting Dean
Leaves Today
For Pullman
Shepard Is Accompanying
Ferguson to Meeting
In Washington
Mary Elrod Ferguson, acting
dean of women, left this afternoon
for the deans of women’s eleventh
biennial regional conference in
Pullman on April 13, 14 and 15.
Vernetta Shepard, Washoe, AWS
president-elect, accompanied Mrs.
Ferguson to represent the Montana
AWS at the intercollegiate confer
ence of women students, also at
Washington State college.
Separate and joint meetings for
deans and women students have
b e e n planned. The conference
hopes to focus thinking of both ad
ministrators and students upon the
ultimate use of college education in
the world beyond college, accord
ing to a bulletin released by Presi
dent Lulu Holmes, dean of women
at Washington State college.
A symposium on the capabilities
of college women to meet problems
thrust upon them after graduation
will feature one joint meeting. A
welfare worker, physician, person
nel worker, homemaker and club
woman will take part.
Barbara Fairchild, western in
tercollegiate president of AWS, re
ported in a recent bulletin that
their conference would be built
around “The Place of the College
in the Lay World.”
One meeting of the deans of
women will be devoted to reports
and discussions of three projects.
They are the deans’ relationship to
the campus health program, a sur
vey of freshmen orientation and
inter-relation of personnel work
between high school deans and col
lege deans.

Campus Congress will discuss
incorporation of ASMSU at 8
o’clock tomorrow night in the
large meeting room. J. C. Garlirigton, Missoula attorney who drew
up plans for incorporation; Charles
Whittinghill and Merritt Warden,
law seniors who were on Central
b o a r d incorporation committee,
will engage in a panel discussion.
Garlington will outline present
handling of finances and the cir
cumstances leading to the proposed
change. Whittinghill and Warden
will add to the outline and help
clarify the plan of students, said
Roger Hoag, leader of Campus
Congress. Leroy Purvis will be
discussion chairman.
“Campus Congress designed this
forum to inform students of the
present method of handling of in
vestments and disbursements, and
to put the proposal in one-syllable
words,” Hoag said. “When stu
dents vote on the measure in the Twelve Northwestern Montana Towns Are Included
On Tentative Schedule; First Concert
future they will understand it.
“I have asked Gordon Hickman
To Be Given at Ronan
and Doug Williams, law students,
to lead in questioning committee
Thirty-eight university band members will make a trip May
members on the proposed change.
But the congress will be primarily 5 to 10, playing concerts in 12 Montana towns. Tentative list
an audience discussion, not a de of towns on the tour is Ronan, Poison, Whitefish, Kalispell,
bate."
Browning, Cut Bank, Shelby, Conrad, Choteau, Great Falls,
Present plans for handling the C a s c a d e and White Sulphur®
funds provide that ASMSU funds
Larson, Saco, saxophones; Con
Springs.
are put into a reserve fund, to
stance Edwards, Great Falls; John
Band members are: Fred Bruce,
gether with the surplus from the
Meany, Plains, and Bruce Arm
Student Store, which is a non Glasgow; Anders Berg, White Sul strong, Saco, horns; Jim Julius,
profit corporation and subsidiary phur Springs; Milton Jesser, Har Anaconda; John Billings, Choteau;
of associated students. The re din; Jack Muir, Great Falls; Win Syd Kraabel, Missoula; Bob Lanserve is divided into a number of nie Gordon, Fort Benton; Curtis gen, Glasgow; Arthur Dahl, For
investments, each handled by
Stimson, Poison; Clifford Stephen syth, comets; Clifford Cyr, Mis
separate board of trustees com son, Missoula; , Jujie Edwards soula; Ralph Coltrin, Miles City;
posed of faculty members.
Malta, and Harold Ives, Superior, Leith Culver, Terry, and Emerson
Incorporation plans, say commit clarinets; John Warden, Lewis- Miller, Missoula, trombones.
tee members, call tor placing the town, oboe; Mary Vaughn, BilLillian Hanson, Missoula, bari
f unds in the hands of a board com-1 lings, and Jean Pattison, Glasgow, tone; Harrison Kellum, Missoula;
posed mainly of students, which flutes; Harold Wheat, Dillon, pic- Byron Lee, Wolf Point, and Larry
will eliminate student criticism of colo; Eugene Phelan, Chinook, bass Parker, Ronan, basses; Leroy Sey
handling the money. Quicker ex- clarinet; Vernon Christenson, Con- mour, Butte; Joe Bums, Mullan,
pendltures in emergencies will be rad, bassoon,
Idaho, and Kenneth Thompson,
another advantage, according to
Gordon Garrett, Great Falls; Missoula, percussives; August ZaWarden.
|W ard Smith, Whitefish, and Irvin dra, Missoula, accordion.

Thirty-eight Band Members
W ill Make Tour May 5-10

W ill Get Honorary Degrees

Board Action

Honorary Doctor of Law Presentations Will be Made
At Commencement Exercises June 6;
Reward for Loyal Service ’

Elections Also Scheduled
For Extra Meeting
Of Council
Student-Faculty council w i l l
convene in special session tonight
for election of spring quarter offi
cers and consideration of Central
board’s recent action on the ap
pointment of vote-counters.
Central board recently gave
Business Manager Carl Chambers
power to appoint 17 fraternity men
and women and three Independent
students as vote-counters tor the
spring elections. This action chal
lenges a discussion at the last
council meeting during which In
dependent Delegate John Timm
introduced a motion proposing to
advise Central board to select an
equal number of Greek and Inde
pendent counters.
President Tom Hazelrigg, who
called the special meeting, said he
thought the council would pass a
vote of censure on Central board.
He also stated that election of offi
cers is overdue, as the council’s
constitution provides for elections
at the beginning of each quarter.
As to the possibility of a student
decision in the spring elections to
the council, President Hazelrigg
said, “I t h i n k there is a good
chance of the council’s being con
tinued. It serves a real purpose
on the campus."

The Bozeman session of the State Board of Education yes
terday granted honorary Doctor of Law degrees to President
Emeritus F. C. Scheuch and Professor Emeritus M. J. Elrod
in reward for long and loyal service to the university. The
®degrees will be awarded at the an
nual commencement e x e r c i s e s
June 6.
Professor Scheuch, who left the
university as vice-president and
head of the department of modem
languages, •now resides in Battle
Creek, Michigan.
Illness forced Dr. Elrod'to give
Walter Coombs and Bill Scott,
university debaters, defended up his duties as head of the bi
the proposition that the Nation ology department four years ago.
al Labor Relations board should Acting Dean of Women Mary El
arbitrate industrial d i s p u t e s rod Ferguson is Dr. Elrod’s daugh
against a Northern Montana ter. He lives in Missoula with his
college team in a radio exhibi wife and daughter.
Professor Scheuch joined the
tion Friday afternoon.
“I thought we did a good job,” university faculty in 1895 to teach
said James N. Holm, instructor modem languages. He also served
in speech, who accompanied as head of the mechanical en
gineering department. He was
Coombs and Scott.
The debate was a no-decision named professor of German and
affair, but Holm said he con French in 1898 and later became
sidered the university team vice-president of the university.
Temporary President
made the better showing. Holm
Several times as vice-president
plans to take Mary Templeton,
Louise Jarussi, Charlotte Dool Professor Scheuch was temporary
and Dorothy Aserlind to Butte president. He was president first
Friday for a parliamentary style in the summer of 1908. His next
debate with- School of Mines terms Were in the summer of 1912;
freshman speakers. The univer for two years from 1915 to 1917,
sity team will take the negative and several months in the spring
side of the high school debate and summer of 1921. His last term
question, Resolved, that the was for nine months following the
various states should adopt uni death of Dr. C. H. Clapp. Professor
Scheuch was named president
cameral legislatures.
emeritus last year at graduation.
Dr. Elr<id became a member of
the Montana faculty in 1897 as a
member of the biology department.
He was active on university and
campus committees, serving as
chairman of policy, budget, service
and campus development commit
tees. He also helped to organize
the Montana Kaimin, ASMSU, and
served as chairman on committees
Baty to Replace Warford for the first Interscholastic track
meets.
As School Director
Dr. Elrod sponsored the organiz
ing of the nature guide service in
Next Summer
Glacier park and was for eight
Rev, Harvey F. Baty, Helena, years secretary of the Montana
will become director of the Mon Horticultural society. He edited
tana School of Religion and inter- the Illinois Wesleyan magazine,
church pastor July 1. Rev. Baty the Intermountain Educator and
has resigned his pastorate of the published Dean A. L. Stone’s “Fol
lowing Old Trails.” He wrote
Helena First Baptist church to re
much about Glacier park, where
place Rev. O. R. Warford, who will
he spent several summers as chief
transfer to the Congregational
naturalist.
church of Albuquerque, New Mex
ico.
Rev. Baty received his bachelor
of arts degree at Montana State
university in 1931, and attended
Colgate divinity school at Roches
ter New York. He has been pastor
in Helena three years. His wife,
the former Emma Neffner, Dixon,
is also a university graduate.
Merrlam’s Book Is First Prize;

Coombs, Scott
Defend NLRB
In Radio Meet

Professor Emeritus M. J. Elrod and President Emeritus F. C.
Scheuch have been granted honorary degrees of Doctor of Law by the
State Board of Education, to be awarded at the annual Commence
ment exercises June 6.

Herda Is Named
Honorary Regent

Roy Herda, Judith Gap, was
elected regent of Kappa Psi, phar
macy honorary, at the r e g u l a r
meeting Thursdty night in Science
hall. James Hoppe, Somers, was
named vice-regent. John Cmich,
Butte, and Leonard Rothwell, Mis
soula, were elected secretary and
treasurer.
After the election members dis
cussed pledge initiation and plans
for a party honoring women in
Kappa Epsilon, women’s pharma
ceutical honorary. H e r d a was
placed in charge of arrangements.
Retiring officers are Robert Hall,
Stevensville, regent; Roy Herda,
Judith Gap, vice-regent; Donald
Six additional, applications for Vaupel, Saco, secretray, and Hilbachelor of arts degrees for spring mer Hansen, Missoula, treasurer.
quarter have been filed, Assistant
Registrar Armon Glenn announced
yesterday. The economics and so
ciology school leads the list with
two applicants. Four other schools
had one each.
Those applying for bachelor of
arts degrees are:
Education—Marie B i r k l a n d
Gray, Missoula.
Spanish — Shelle Bernice Wil
Will, Books, Autographs
helm, Billings.
Business Administration — E.
Included in G i f t
Marie O’Connor, Fromberg.
From Whicker
English—Katherine Frances Or
chard, Ronan.
Many valuable literary manu
Economics and sociology—David
John Thomas, Butte, and Carroll scripts, including poetry, letters,
books and facsimiles by famous
Speck, Whitehall.
authors have been recently pre
sented to Montana State univerversity by H. W. Whicker, instruc
tor in English.
Someof the outstanding items in
the Whicker collection are original
Robert Browning letters and ori
ginal poems in the handwriting of
Two prizes totaling $15 will be Elizabeth Barrett Browning, a se
awarded for best news and edi ries of letters by Thomas Carlyle,
torial coverage of Sir Herbert original manuscript p a g e s and
Ames’ Thursday n i g h t talk, autographs of Poe and Whitman,
“Czechoslovakia—A Democracy in Jonathan Swift’s will, several
Danger,” the former financial sec books and many early magazines.
Collectors view Swift’s will as
retary of the League of Nations
the most valuable item in the col
secretariat said last night.
lection.Dated September 8, 1718,
Most recently tried at the Uni
versity of Oregon in Eugene, the it itemizes his fortune, stating that
contest is limited to journalism it was his death act, although writ
students. For the best 1,000-word ten many years before his death.
maximum news report on his The will is still readable, but the
Czechoslovakian address, the visit paper is yellow and fragile with
ing lecturer will award $10. Edi age.
A duplicate of Chaucer’s com
torial comment on the same lec
ture is limited to 250 words.
plete works is also included. First
“Accuracy is the first of three published in 1532 by W i l l i a m
criteria. Second is getting hold of Thynne, chief clerk of the kitchen
the really important parts of the of Henry VIII, it was republished
lecture, and last is readability or by the Alexander Morning Press,
that quality which carries the Ltd., and the Oxford University
reader through the story,” said Press. The volume in the Whicker
Ames. 'He suggested that the re collection is bound in the same
port be written “just as a news manner as the original, so that
paperman, limited to 1,000 words, after Skeat’s introduction the stu
dent of today may look upon the
would write it.”
Ames asked that a three-man pages and the woodcut illustra
committee, composed of one fac tions just as did those who saw it
ulty member and two non-com for tlje first time in 1532. The list
peting journalism students or of subscribers to the book shows
graduates, be selected to judge but two west of the Mississippi
the three best contributions in river and nine in the entire United
each phase. Deadline on entries is States.
Other items include a letter by
9:30 o’clock Friday night. Judges'
selections will be sent to Bozeman Matthew Arnold, manuscript by
for Ames’ final choices. The win T h o m a s Gray, author of the
ning editorial and the name of the “Elegy”; a letter by Samuel Tay
best news report writer will be lor Coleridge, an original manu
script page by Edgar Allen Poe,
published Tuesday.
After the Thursday lecture, the a letter by Henry W. Longfellow,
speaker will answer questions, a French pension document bear
“not to review notes, but to clarify ing Napoleon’s signature in his own
befogged p o i n t s in students' hand, many old magazines and col
minds.”
lections of poetry.

Six Seniors Apply
For B.A. Degrees

Manuscripts
Are Donated
To University

Ames Will Give
$15 in Prizes
To Journalists

Board Awards Degrees
To Scheuch and Elrod

Co-ed Colonel
To Be Named
By O ffic e r s
Patrons, Guests .Selected
For Annual Ball
April 23
Advanced course students and
non-commissioned officers in the
ROTC v o t e d yesterday on the
names of Elaine Baskett, Big Tim
ber; Peggy Carrigan and Helen
Lane, Butte; Dorothy Jane Cooney,
Great Falls, and Doris Quaintance,
Boulder, to select this year’s Co-ed
Colonel. The name of the woman
chosen will not be made public un
til presentation at the third annual
Military ball in the Gold room
April 23.
Governor and Mrs. Roy E. Ayers
and Major-General and Mrs. A. J.
Bowley have been invited as honor
guests. Major-General Bowley is
the commanding general of the
Ninth Corps area. Patrons and
patronesses for the ball are Gov
ernor and Mrs. Ayers, President
and Mrs. George Finlay Simmons,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Eley
P. Denson, Major and Mrs. R. M.
Caulkins and M a j o r and Mrs.
George B. Norris.
Among other honor guests in
vited are Adjutant-General John
Mahan, Montana National guard;
Colonel Ralph Talbot, ROTC offi
cer, Ninth Corps area headquar
ters, and Mrs. Talbot; Colonel F.
Langley Whitley, post commander
of Fort Missoula, and Mrs. Whit
ley; Colonel George F. Weisel,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Mrs. Sam
uel P. Hendricks, Captain and Mrs.
Willard M. Shope, Major and Mrs.
Thomas A. Reiner.
Advanced course men started
selling tickets yesterday. Only 150
will be sold.

Helena Pastor
W ill Succeed
Religion Head

Poetry Contest
Entry Deadline
Set for Friday
Short Story Competition

Closed Yesterday
Twenty-six Schools Enter
Contestants in the Frontier and
Montana Dramatics Contest Midland poetry contest must sub
mit entries before Friday, H. G.
Merriam, chairman of the English

More Small Institutions Are Enrolled in Competition j Idepartment, has warned. Yesterday was the deadline for the Annie
Masquers Will Offer New Group A Cup
Lewis Joyce short story contest.
To “Little Theater” Winner
Merriam said that unless more
poems are submitted to the Fron
tier contest than last year, it will
be discontinued.
First prize of the Frontier con
test is a copy of Merriam’s “North
west Verse,” and second is a year’s
high schools whose enrollment is®subscription to Frontier and Mid
400 or more, such as Flathead, $10 to second-place winners. Each
land. First prize in the Annie
Missoula, Helena, Butte and Havre, finalist will receive a banner. The Lewis Joyce contest is the win
Entrants in Group B are Poison, university will present gold medals
ner’s choice of a medal or the pro
Belt, Darby, Victor, Hamilton, to the best actor and actress of ceeds of the Joyce endowment.
Libby, Thompson Falls, Powell, the evening.
Second and third prizes are year’s
County high
. . . .
. _
..
,,,,,
Beaverhead, Whitefish, Alberton, ,Last, year Missoula
_
.
. subscriptions to Frontier and Mid
Plains, Philipsburg, Harlem, Stan school won the Group A cup fo r 1land.
the
third
time,
retiring
it
from
cir
ford, Stevensville, Superior, FlorThree typewritten manuscripts
ence-Carlton, Geraldine, Judith culation. The Montana Masquers of entries in either contest should
will offer a new cup this year.
|
Gap and Drummond.
be entered under an assumed name
Libby high school won the |
“The increase this year is in the
with the real name of the entrant
small schools,” Harrington said. Group B cup, while the best actor j
included in a sealed envelope. Last
“They’re getting more and more and actress medals went to Willis
year’s winners in the Frontier con
Blanchette of Missoula and Marion
interested in dramatics.”
test were Kenneth Dickman and
Eliminations will reduce con Janke of Billings last year. Blan
Phil Payne.
testants in each group to two final chette is now a university student.
Group B players will need tour
ists. First-place winners in both
CLASS LEAVES FRIDAY
groups will receive a cup which theaters for their first morning of
eliminations,
according to Har
will become the permanent pos
session of the school winning it rington. High school casts will Forest products class will make
three times, and expenses tor perform in the Little Theater, the a field trip Friday morning to the
three members of the winning cast. Student Union theater and the | Paradise logging camp to study
The Literary department of the Missoula high school and Main I operations. Professor J. H. Ramskill will be in charge of the class.
Missoula Woman’s d u b will give hall auditoriums.

Twenty-six high schools have entered the Interscholastic
Little Theater contest, according to Donal Harrington, direc
tor of dramatics. The list includes 21 Group B and five Group
A players, classed according to enrollment. Group A includes
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KAIMIN
understand why they feel as they

of this sum would go directly to elementary
do. They honestly believe, for one
and secondary schools but the rest would be
thing, that their rights as Ameri
■■■■— o
■1
used to build schools, train teachers, educate
can citizens are being imposed
Starts Wednesday!
upon. With the greatest respect
adults, establish rural libraries, aid state edu
THAT SCINTILLATING
for their opinions, we believe their I
Mat. 1:30; Eve. 6:30 and 9:00
cational administration and promote educa
SIDELINES MAN
attitude is a little far fetched. Cer- I
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Kappa Kappa Gamma
*
tional research. The money would be divided,
MARY ASTOR and
The author of SIDELINES, that Holds Formal Initiation
tainly this is a land of the free, but I
if states so desired, between parochial and wonder column (it's a wonder a
MELVYN DOUGLAS in
Saturday, April 16
National Advertising Service, Inc.
also it is supposed to be a home for |
Kappa
Kappa
Gamma
held
for
CnlUtt PuMUkm Rrprtunlalht
public schools.
paper like the EXPONENT could mal initiation Saturday morning Sigma Chi______________Fireside the brave. If a person can’t take
4 2 0 Madiv on A v k .
N ew Y o uk . N . Y.
“And So They
a little practical knowledge that
Federal experimentation in education has attract a man of his capabilities for Anna Belle Hartwig, Dillon;
Were Married"
done much the past few years. Adult classes to Bozeman) of the MONTANA A g n e s Robinson, Stevensvllle; ence Matthews Brown, Missoula, requires a little physical effort, he
EXPONENT flashes back in the
shouldn’t boast about it. .
was toastmistress.
— Plus.—
especially have been well attended and inter last issue with a comment to the Mary Cowell, Missoula; Carlobelle
(Continued on Page Four)
Subscription price $2.60 per year
esting. Reductions in valuation in counties, effect that EXHUMED, for all its Button and Jacqueline Deschamps, Dawn Farrar, Butte, was ini
“The
Hills of
Missoula. The members held ini
states and cities in recent years have deprived faults (we don’t believe there are tiation banquet Saturday night to tiated into Delta Gamma Saturday.
Old Wyoming"
P rinted by the School of JournalL»m Preaa
Nell Porter, Billings, was a Sun
schools of much-needed revenue and .forced any such faults, but that’s a mlnor- honor the new initiates.
day visitor of Delta Gamma.
. TWO ‘‘PAL NIGHTS”
them many times to abandon educational ac ity school of thought) has at least
had the courage to come out of the
Mrs. S. P. Oak, Butte, and Mrs.
| Thursday and Friday!
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
tivities that should be the privilege of every brush and read the truth—or any Sigma Kappa held formal initia Jesse Wild and daughter, Jesse,
DON L A R S O N __
tion Friday for Helene Barloga,
"Hollywood Hotel"
person.
way the SIDELINES version of
Helena; Betty Bernard, Kalispell; Missoula, were Sunday dinner
Johnnie Davis, Dick Powell
If Congress decides to act on the recom the truth.
Ruth Davis Bloom, Missoula; Rhea guests of Delta Gamma.
BENNY GOODMAN
Mrs. Mary Elrod Ferguson was
It may be only Imagination, but Fewkes, Troy; . Catherine Mc
mendation presented, people should benefit
Teaser or
a Thursday dinner guest of Kappa
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
from the increased services that educational competent interpreters state they Laughlin, Dixon; Dorothy Dyer, Delta.
felt the presence of a slight tinge
Competitor?
WILLIAM POWELL
departments will be able to offer throughout of satire underlying the remarks Brady; Helen Tucker, Lolo, and Virginia Fike, Shelby, was a
June Willis, Missoula. The mem
ANNABELLA
Eight radio stations in the United States are ^ United States.
of this ace word-wrangler. Who bers entertained the new initiates Saturday visitor of Kappa Delta.
now licensed to transmit printed news to their
_________________
Doris G i l k e r s o n Williams,
"The Baroness and
ever he is, he’s a top hand at at a banquet Saturday night in
Havre, was a Sunday dinner guest
subscribers by means of' a facsimile trans
spreading it on thin. One news Sky room of the Coffee parlor.
The Butler"
Last Times Tonight
of Sigma Kappa.
event is enough to carry him half
mission process.
Two Techniques
Ernestine Annes, Helena, was a
way down the page and still leave
Alberta Flatten, St. Ignatius,
These stations, licensed by the Federal Com- Are Better Than One
(Continued on P age Four)
"Call
of the W ild”
him raring to go. And that, beat
munications commission, produce, through Educators have been pulling hair again over about the barn as you will, is the was a week-end guest of Sigma
— With —
Kappa.
what is called the Finch Facsimile transmitter, that 20-year-old question of progressivism secret of writing a column. As to Arlene Kennedy, Spokane, was
TUESDAY ONLY
Clark Gable, Loretta Young
a two-column newspaper in homes that are versus essentialism in teaching. Latest of the secret of writing a good col a Friday luncheon guest of Sigma
And
Jack Oakie
"Radio City Revels”
equipped with a facsimile receiver attached these debates arose at a recent series of con- umn, EXHUMED and SIDELINES Kappa.
— Plus —
Jack Oakie, Bob Burns
(Editor’s note: The Montana
could probably get together and
Roy Hazelrigg, Missoula, was a
to the regular radio broadcast receiving set. yentions in Atlantic City, New Jersey.
discuss the topic for three days Sunday dinner guest of Theta-Chi. Kaimin opens this column to cam
"Bulldog Drumond’s
"Merry-Go- Round
Estimated cost to subscribers is about 10 or
p r0p0nents of essentialism (method of without coming to any worth L e o n Lockridge, Thompson pus comment and is not respons
Revenge"
ible for fact, point of view, decision
of 1938”
20 cents a week, exclusive of the original cost teaching With rigid discipline, rewards and while conclusions.
Falls, and Eddie Multz, Helena,
and structure of the communica
WEDNESDAY at the
Bert Lahr, Alice Brady and
After a couple of body-blows were week-end guests of Sigma
of the receiver.
penalties) at the meeting claimed, “The progtion. The Kaimin will show no
RIALTO
and
LIBERTY
Mischa Auer
At the present time these facsimile broad- ressives have turned the American education that left EXHUMED writhing, Phi Epsilon.
partiality regarding publication of
"Scandal Street”
casting stations are located principally in the system to the ability of the lowest class of SIDELINES went on to question Pledges of Alpha Phi enter communications. However, t h e y
Lew Ayres
Montana’s sportsmanship in hav tained pledges of other sororities
Wednesday-Thursday
must have been written by either
eastern and middle-western states but the re- morons” A little later a speaker said that ing a tennis coach, to bewail the at a tea Saturday afternoon.
“Telephone Operator”
cent application for a facsimile transmission progressivism is a “pernicious movement to fact that MSU has no dashman to Virginia Hamblet, Great Falls, members of the student body or
members of the university faculty
permit by a four-station California chain indi- indoctrinate immature learners in the inter- match the incomparable White was a week-end guest of Alpha and signed by the author. Snch
and to take another kick at ex Phi.
cates the rapidity with which the idea is ests 0f a specific social order.”
communications will be published
Grizzly sprinter Bob O’Malley.
Jean Rogers, Deer Lodge, and
unedited in this column.)
spreading. Distance that facsimile transmisenthusiastic supporter of progressivism
John Boles and Ida Lupino
Tackling these points in reverse Dell Crouse, Miles City, were Sun
sion can travel is apparently dependent only countered the accusations, saying that faults order, this “Ha-ha-O’Malley” stuff day dinner guests of Phi Delta
Family Nite Tonite
— Also —
Fellow Students:
4 TICKETS FOR 50c
on the power of the sending station.
0f which essentialists complain “have been has begun to sour slightly in the Theta.
Since a few students have ex
last
two
years.
Tajce
the
word
of
Phi
Delta
Theta
announces
the
Experiments in facsimile transmission of accentuated because of the failure of the type
“You’re Only Young
pressed utmost sympathies for the
Once”
news have been carried on for many years. 0f education which this new essentialists" one of O’Malley’s teammates that pledging of Allen McKenzie.
if ever there was a runner with
Jack Cougill and .Michael Ken establishment of a system of vol
Lewis Stone
February 10,1938, radio station WOR in New group seems to represent.”
the fighting heart of a champion, nedy, Butte, were week-end guests untary ROTC, it should be only
“Mountain
Music”
fair
to
read
some
of
the
views
of
Starring Lee Tracy
York completed its first successful news
Advocates of progressivism claim that edu- it was Bob O’Malley. And a cham of Phi Sigma Kappa.
Martha Raye, Bob Burns
students f a v o r i n g compulsory
transmission.
cation wherein interest is aroused in an at- pion he was until football gave
ROTC. If this is a major question,
Immediately the possibility of the process mosphere of freedom is the proper incentive him the injury that left him with DGs Celebrate
let students vote for or against
one .untrustworthy knee. White
was demonstrated people began to discuss the to effort as opposed to the essentialist system and O’Malley competed during Founders’ Day
compulsory ROTC on Aber day
more practical side of the situation. Many which proposes external compulsions of au- their high school days, and even Members of Delta Gamma cele But to us, a few students appear
to be making a mountain out of a
brated
Founders’
day
at
a
banquet
people contend that the new development thority, penalties and rewards. Learning for SIDELINES must know that the
spells “30” for newspapers as they will be too the student should be spontaneous and not records book credits one “R. in the Copper room of the Student mole hilL Just what does ROTC
O’Malley, Butte high school,” with Union Saturday night. Mrs. Flor mean to the average student?
expensive and slow for general favor. Others forced, they say.
Mental alertness is one of the
the state record in the hundred.
point out that wfiat radio has done for music
From appearance of the education system
Buddy;
greatest benefits derived.
Here Comes
Presumably SIDELINES will be
and movies in the way of publicity it can do in the United States today, essentialism is crushed by the tactics he considers Us students need more time to Several of the larger towns in
the
state
have
organized
drill
study.
again for newspapers.
.
employed by grade and high schools, and col- crushing. Therefore, instead of
teams. Their colorful uniforms and
The present Federal Communications com- leges and universities practice a form of prog- answering his query as to who will
unique formations gain admiration
Bystander
mission ruling that stations may send fac- ressivism in that the student is allowed much beat White this year, it seems safer
These kids today are too dam of all who witness 'their perform
simile news only during the hours from 2 more freedom. He is given to understand to ask him who will beat Gitchell?
ances. What do you admire when
quiet;
Who will trim veteran timberGet ready for the occasion — shop around for
o’clock to 6 o’clock in the morning so narrows that what he accomplishes is due mostly to toppers Eiselein, Brown, Nybo and In my time we’d-a had a riot.
ybu see the student cadets “pass
your spring jewelry and then come to the
the time for transmission that only bulletins his own effort and not through constant re- Hileman?
But just the„same, no kid of mine in review” on the oval? Is it the
ugly pictures of war? Or is it the
Yes, MSU has a tennis coach. Is gonna get het up and sign.
or “teaser” news may be sent in the allotted minders by instructors,
splendid coordination of each
time.
That one of these two methods alone would The only way to atone for this un It’s these here Communists, I say,
The College
man?
That’s ruining the USA.
Jewelry Shop
Advance of facsimile transmission at the be sufficient for an effective educational sys- sportsmanlike act seems ,to be to In my day kids were fond of drill, The training given in ROTC is
give SIDELINES full permission
present time rests largely on the patents of tern is doubtful. Grade school children could to let one of the MSC faculty And, darn it all, they should be rudimentary. Only the funda
mental principles of combat and
W. G. H. Finch, president of the Finch Tele- not be allowed freedom possible in college be- members double in brass.
still.
defense and marching are learned.
But on one point SIDELINES
communications Laboratories, who by priority cause they do not have the initiative and in
A student learns which end of the
patent claims controls present facsimile ma- terest necessary for constant study. Surely, stands on firm ground. Nobody Forester Charles F. Parsons has gun to point at a target, how to
chines manufacture and sale. Facsimile re- college students would be at a loss in the hard can beat him at slicing it—call it been making things tough for his hold a gun properly. He learns the
what you will.
fellow timber-wolves with his con
production is still in the experimental stage, and cruel business world, if during their final
devastating effects of the grenades,
tributions to THE SLUICE BOX,
Improvements and modifications will prob- learning period they were watched over and
VIEWS ON THE ROTC
They say the English profs are machine guns, etc., at closer per
QUESTION
ably change facsimile machines much before protected by every instructor.
now expecting bigger and better spective. Are we so conscientious
themes than any forester has pro in our peace endeavors we are
their product seriously threatens the news-------------------------Advanced Course Man
afraid to learn horrible effects of
duced in years.
paper as a disseminator of written news,
war? If we are afraid to learn
I cannot see why students fall
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TIGHT FOR
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Look Out!

EASTER

B & H Jewelry Co.

Society s
Tendencies

New Era
Possibilities
Possibility of a new era in the support of
elementary and secondary schools opened
recently when President Roosevelt reported
the recommendations of the advisory committee on education to Congress. The principle recommendation of the committee was
that the government appropriate $885,000,000
for education during the next six years.
The United States is one of the few countries in the civilized world where education
is supported by the local units of government,
Land grants to the states have helped them to
the extent of about $54,000,000 yearly which
goes almost entirely to vocational, agricultural and home economics instruction. General education, which costs about $2,000,000,000 annually, is considered the privilege and
problem of individual states and communities.
Federally-controlled education is a distinct
beginning of dictatorship and autocracy to
many people and this has had much to do with
previous refusals of government aid. The
depression was the incident that s h o w e d
definite need for a union between the state
and national government in financing schools
where the state was financially embarrassed,
As schools closed and teacher? were not paid,
the government diverted emergency relief
funds to take care of the emergency in education.
The advisory committee has recognized both
these facts and included recommendations
that the money should be distributed among
the states according to their needs, and that
Federal control over what schools teach would
be barred. They recommend that the money
be in increasing amounts each year from $70,000,000 for 1939-40 to $199,000,000 in 1944. Most

Of recent years there has been an increas
ing tendency to keep young people in school
as long as possible. This change has been
variously attributed to social progress, wider
recognition of the benefits of education, and
increasing interest in the welfare of the
younger generation. That the underlying
reason may be quite selfish, though unconscious, has been suggested,
The average middle-aged man with a family
to support considers it very important that he
continue to have work. _ He resents it if a
young single man with fewer responsibilities
than he enters into competition for the same
job. With the present amount of unemployment, many workers feel that anyone who
breaks into a field crowds out another person,
They think that young men should not take
jobs until they need them,
Young men between 18 and 25 years of age
do not want to stay at home with their parents. They are not wanted in the already over
crowded industrial field. So, their parents
reason, while they are waiting, why not spend
the time improving themselves by education?
The same tendency to favor middle-aged
persons is also working from the opposite direction, in the move to reduce the age of retirement for workers. When a man has had
forty or fifty years of work, society think?
that he ought to step aside and allow himself
to be pensioned, in order to make room for
those unemployed middle-aged who most
need a steady income.
-------------------------Now that Aber day and spring elections are
drawing near, it is about time that the student
body gets its vaccination against poli-tic fever.
-------------------------Much worry is brought on by advice that is
supposed to prevent it.

For any line like that at all.
They know, whatever the expense,
We need our national defense.
And patriotic students ought
To come and march as they are
taught.
And yet, produce a dotted line
And almost any sap will sign.

Ginger Cook swears she made it
up to the top of Mt. Sentinel and
back to the campus in an hour and
a half Saturday night But you
should have seen the mountain
that got away!

Award for Fortitude goes this
week to the gal who got Jack Rose
Petition Pusher
(alias Jonko Gingalowski) off the
Come one, come all and sign your track and into a tux long enough
name
to take in Pan-Hell formal.
And join the student Hall of Fame
As one whose strong convictions
led
If you like our meals —
To Fewer Wars and Far Less
tell your friends.
Dead.
If not — tell us.
Also, no matter what your views,
You need not march unless you
Keene
Fountain Lunch
choose.
Across from High School
So step right up and sign

things we should know, we are not
men—we’re a bunch of frightened
sheep.
We don’t appreciate a scratchy
hot shirt on our back any more
than, for instance, does Mr. Purvis
or Mr. Hoag or Mr. Gillen. We can

DRESSES
$1475
$19.75
$22.75

Make It a Happy Easter With a Home-Grown

EASTER LILY
Shoes of this kind are
built to give service but
the patterns w e show
h ave sm a rtn ess and
style in addition.
You will fifld it easy to

We can send it anywhere.

Garden City Floral Company
Across from the Wilma

For
I YOUR EASTER WANTS
Visit

HAINES
Style Shop
220 North Higgins Avenue

m ake a choice from our
new selection.

Dixon 6* Hoon, Inc.
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King Enters
Final Round
O f Tourney

MONTANA KAIM IN
Nugent, Bill Rolston, Kes Narbu-

Mavericks and ATOs
Win Decisive Victories
In First-Round Play

‘ By JOHN CAMPBELL

SPIKES AND STRIKES

While Harry Adams lies in the hospital with a throat in
fection, Grizzly tracksters are training faithfully, slowly
rounding into condition for the season’s first dual meet. Be
ginning with Cheney April 23, Montana’s cinder corps has
meets scheduled each week-end for a month. Grizzlies tangle
with Whitman here April 30. The Idaho meet at Moscow has
been moved up to June 4. Displaying good early-season form,
Maverick and Alpha Tau Omega baseball nines won deci a few Grizzlies may journey to Des Moines for the annual
sive games from Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Phi Epsilon in the Drake relays.
opening round of Interfratemity league at the South Higgins
park last week-end. Phi Sigma Kappa nosed out Sigma Alpha The track edition has been marked by the appearance of
gridders Harry Shaffer, Jack Emigh, Bill Lazetich, Jack Hoon
Epsilon and Sigma Nu and Sigma4>
Chi took extra-inning games from fanned. Vaupel walked to score and Perry Stenson. Addition of these men should add much
Gustafson and Miller fanned Her
Theta Chi.
strength to the squad and help to minimize loss of Sid Hoar,
Pitchers took the limelight, with bert to end the inning.
J. Scheartl scored in the fifth on Jack Rose, Bob Price, Fred Stein and Walt Wetzel.

Merrick Beats Howerton;
Will Meet Chisholm
Phi Sigma Kappa, Sigma Nu, Sigma Chi Take Games
By One-Run Margins; Theta Chis Lose Two
In Semi-Finals
For Undisputed Hold in Cellar

Don King, Billings, advanced to
the final round of varsity tennis
tournament with a 6-0, 3-6, 6-4
victory over Ed Jewett, Great
Falls, in a week-end match. Art
Merrick, Great Falls, advanced to
semi-final match with Jack Chis
holm, Helena, by taking Ray How
erton, Missoula, 6-0, 6-4.
Winner of the Merrick-Chisholm match will meet King in the
finals for No. 1 position on the
varsity tennis 10-man ladder.
Losers of early tournament
matches played for positions on
the ladder. Erlandson drubbed
Mario 6-0, 6-1. Ingram defeated
Forssen 6-3, 6-3.
Coach Guy Fox announced that
intercollegiate matches will be
played with Idaho, Gonzaga and
Washington State. Definite dates
have not been arranged.
Patronise Kaimin Advertisers

BASEBALL PLAYERS
ATTENTION!
You will enjoy and w in your baseball
games this season if you use W orth
Balls and baseball equipment from

Barthel Hardware

The
First National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

Marcus and Salansky winning
games with hits and Elmer Barrett
twirling a one-hitter against Phi
Delta Theta, defending champs.
ATO sluggers led the hitters and
established the Taus as potential
pennant tim ber
Games continue this afternoon,
with Phi Sigs out to stem the Tau
tide.
Mavericks 7, Phi Delts 0
Maverick sluggers knocked Phi
Delt hurlers Ball and McKenzie
from the mound to win the opener,
7 to 0, Sunday morning. Greene
opened the scoring with a threebagger that drove Rothwell home
from first in the first inning. Her.
bert sent Greene across the plate
with a single. Flynn, Phi Delt,
reached third on a walk and
passed balls. Flynn was caught
stealing home.
Greene again opened the barrage in the third with a twobagger that scored D. Scheartl,
Barrett singled in the fourth to
drive D. Scheartl home. McKenzie
walked J. Scheartl to score Elliot
from third. Miller took the mound.
Rothwell fouled out- and Greene

SEE THE

TYPEWRITER SUPPLY
BEFORE YOU BUY
314 N. Higgins

“CHUCK” GAUGHAN

GET YOUR TICKET NOW
for

MILITARY BALL
April 23
See any Advanced Course student.

FOR COOL SUMMER COMFORT

PHOENIX
EV-R-UPS
They're shorter—
eo they're cooler.
LASTEX in th e
tops keep them
up. 55c.
Smart new spring
c o lo rs a n d p a t
terns.

an error at th e ‘plate. Phi Delt
pinch hitters, Kresbach and Dykstra, failed to hit. McLean filed out
to end the game.
Barrett, M a v e r i c k pitcher,
granted three walks and one hit.
Batteries: Mavericks, Barrett and
Rothwell; Phi Delts, Ball, McKen
zie, Miller and Flynn.
ATO 11, Sig Eps 3
Alpha Tau Omega opened league
play Saturday morning with a
barrage of heavy hitting. Tau hit
ters drove Jellison from the mound
in the first inning with three
straight walks and tagged Wilkin
son for six runs. Jellison returned
in the third and set the Taus down
without a run in the last two.
Wilkinson, Lowry and Wysel
scored for the Sig Eps. Batteries:
ATO, Roe and Morrow; Sig Eps,
Jellison, Wilkinson and Miller.
Sigma Nu 5, Theta Chi 4
Jiggs Marcus, Sigma Nu hurler,
won his game from Theta Chi Sat
urday afternoon by driving Lazetich home in the extra inning.
Passed balls at the plate gave Sig
ma Nu three runs. Theta Chi col
lected runs off two hits and a
series of infield errors.. Batteries:
Sigma Nu, Marcus and Thomson;
Theta Chi, Tabor and Frisbee, Lee.
Phi Sigs 2, SAE 1
Kemp, Salansky and Reinbold
staged last inning rally for Phi
Sigma Kappa to nose out Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Saturday afternoon.
Salansky drove home a run from
third. Kemp followed and cap
italized on an error to score Sa
lansky. Sig Alphs got their lone
run in the second when Higham
singled to send Peterson home
from third. Salansky fanned 10
men. Schulte, SAE twirler, fanned
eight but walked seven. Batteries:
Phi Sig, Salansky and Newton;
SAE, Schulte and Shields.
Sigma Chi 7, Theta Chi 6
Angstman’s bunt brought Brundage home for the Sigs’ winning
run of the extra-inning struggle
with Theta Chi Sunday afternoon,
Theta Chi scored twice in the first
inning, with Edie and Bowan cap
italizing on Sig errors. Angstman
and Blahnik tied the score for the
Sigs.
Peterson’s long d r i v e and
Drange’s hot liner drove in two
runs for Theta Chi in the third,
Long right-field clouts by Quam
and Gilbert brought Sigma Chi
four runs in the third. Miller and
Bone combined efforts to tie the
score for Theta Chi in the fifth.
Batterjes: Sigma Chi, Tidball,
Brundage and Hammer; Theta Chi,
Miller and Bone.
Games This Week
Tuesday—ATO vs. Phi Sigs:
umpire, Flynn. Wednesday—Sig
ma Nu vs. SAE; umpire, Wysel
Thursday—Phi Delts vs. ATO;
umpire, Mariana. Friday—Maver
icks vs. Theta Chi; umpire, Ahders.
Saturday—10 o’clock, Phi Delts vs.
SAE, umpire, Mariana. 1 o’clock.
Sigma Nu vs. Sigma Chi; umpire,
Flynn. 3 o’clock, Phi Sigs vs. Sig
Eps; umpire, Ahders. Sunday—9
o’clock, Sigma Chi vs. Sig Eps;
umpire, Flynn. 3 o’clock, Maver
icks vs. Sigma Nu; umpire, Wysel.

Look fo r YO U RM W lg
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College Shop
Missoula Merc. Co.
Offers the best lines —
style, quality, economy.

No. A 9 5 0
STANDARD . (1.00

STEMBITER . $1.25

I B S

IMPERIAL . $1.50

■has this big assort
ment o f 1938 Yello-Bole
P /S )
. styles — see it today.
' V j U Mp J . Yello-Bole was made to

until
HtMUJ

Montana looks strong in the sprints with Emigh, Ernie
Boyer and Hoon entered, although the latter looks heavy and
may try the 440. In the middle-distance runs, Captain Swanberg and Clayton Olson will get reinforcements from Trosper,
Stenson, Pachico and Trekell. Mile and two-mile runs find
Grizzly Star Wayne Gitchell aided by Pachico, Payne and
Horace Godfrey.
Most power comes from the best hurdles team in Montana’s
history. The foursome of A1 Eiselein, Doug Brown, Claire
Nybo and Bob Hileman is looked upon to garner many points
this spring.
George Roberts, Bill Lazetich and Walt Malahowski are
flipping the discus. Montana still lacks a good shotputter.
Doc Brower is out with a football-injury operation. Don Holmquist, fourth Whitefish grad on the squad, is due for some long
tosses with the javelin.
Loss of Fred Stein weakens the Grizzlies in the pole vault,
Jim Quinn and Lazetich are present aerial performers. Var
sity broadjumpers are Olson and Howard Wheatley, both of
whom should do better this year. Several good prospects are
available in the high jump, Jim Seyler and Carl Burgess rated
as the best. The Grizzly relay team should be great this spring.
A fast foursome would be Emigh, Hoon, Boyer and Stenson,
although Captain Swanberg and Clayton aren’t so slow.
The umpire’s cry of “Play Ball!” will be heard at Boston and
Washington Monday as major leagues get the 154-game schedule underway. Only two games are scheduled for the opening
day, the world champion New York Yankees meeting Boston’s
Gold Sox and the Philadelphia Athletics clashing with the
Washington Senators.
In spite of a disappointing showing around the Grapefruit
league, nearly every baseball bug is picking the Yanks to win
the American league flag and World Series again. Sport
scribes say Manager Joe McCarthy has not grown any gray
hairs, because his entire battalion of sluggers and pitchers is
intact. Every man is back except the sophomore homerun
king, Joe DiMaggio, who is theoretically holding out for more
cash.
Detroit Tigers have been riddled so heavily w ith injuries
that they cannot give the Yanks much pressing. However,
Cleveland, provided Bob Feller, Johnny Allen and Mel Harder
have good pitching seasons, will make things tough for the
McCarthymen. Cleveland looks good on paper, better than
the Boston Gold Sox.
The National league will find the usual two teams fighting
for the flag, New York Giants and Chicago Cubs. The Giants
have everything, but gum-magnate Wrigley has a formidable
club, one that will be a notch ahead of Bill Terry and his clan
at the finish. Cardinals of St. Louis lack good hitting infielders
while the nondescript Pittsburgh Pirates may fight it out with
Boston Bees for fourth place.
NOTICE

Adams Confined
To St. Patrick’s

25-50fi pipes that they
can get more pipeleasure if they buy this
oney-cured briar for $1.
We’ve increased pro
duction 8 times because
so many men find YelloBole better. Starts sweet,
stays sweet. 500 styles.
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— DOBBS HATS
— ARROW SHIRTS
— ARROW TIES
— ARROW
KERCHIEFS
— LEATHER
JACKETS
— POLO SHIRTS
— SPRING SLACKS
— NEW ANKLETS
— BUSH COATS

Martha Halverson spent the
Teams Hustle tas, Bob Thomally and Rollie week-end
visiting her parents in
Lundberg back in harness. Aldo Lonepine.
Forte is expected to join the group
Through First this week after returning from
Chicago.
on tackling and blocking
Contact Game willPolish
continue to be applied by

Reds’ Guns Blast Whites
12-0; Fessenden
Is Pleased

Coaches Sullivan, Gedgoud and
Hartsell to prime their charges for
the regulation game next Saturday
morning.
CLASS TO VISIT LABORATORY

Coach Fessenden sent two hustl
ing teams through an hour-long
scrimmage Saturday. Reds de
feated the Whites by two touch
downs in a ragged non-game affair.
Sparked by the slashing runs of
Bobby Beal, who accounted for the
first tally, the Red team outplayed
a less experienced White aggrega-tion. Beal bore the brunt of the
White attack.
A s. usual in the initial spring
scrimmage, much fumbling, erratic
offensive play and inaccurate
blocking and tackling featured the
play. Both contingents displayed
spirit and fire that pleased Fessen
den and his assistants.
Several Flaws
The session, which brought out
several flaws in both line and
backfleld play, showed some fresh
men and transfer newcomers per
forming capably. Ed Ogle, squad
member last fall jinxed with in
juries, played exceptionally well
at blocking back. Also at this spot
was Blaine Normandeau, who
teamed with Beal effectively. Normandeau made the longest gain of
Saturday’s scrimmage when he in
tercepted a pass and raced 40
yards to score.
Biff Hall and Tom O’Donnell,
huge frosh, turned in a good morn
ing’s work with hard-charging line
play. Herb Searles took a whirl in
the backfleld, being shifted from
end, a spot where Coach Fessen
den has a wealth of material. John
Dowling in the backfleld and Hugh
Edwards in the line showed much
promise.
Injury List
Frank Smith became the third
spring grid victim to occupy a
place on the injury bench. The
veteran end damaged his ankle on
an end-around. Jack Whitney,
bruising 206-pound yearling full
back, suffered a cracked wishbone,
or sternum, in scrimmage Wednes
day. Fred Jenkin, fastest man on
the squad who is expected to fill
Popovich’s empty shoes, injured
his foot Thursday.
Health office okehs on minor in
juries and colds will put Frank

Members of the senior phar
macy dispensing class will inspect
the United States Health Service
laboratory at Hamilton Thursday.
Dr. Leon Richards will accompany
the class to the spotted fever la
boratory.

Walford Electric Co.

* • * ? %

And you're doubly right
when you buy Freeman
“Whites.” They cost no
more than many other
shoes of less distinction*

244 N. HIGGINS AVE.
Phone 3566

Exclusively Electrical

$500

COMPLETE
BANKING SERVICE

The Western Montana
National Bank
Missoula, Montana

TYPEW RITERS
Sold — Rented — Repaired
CONVENIENT TERMS

Lister Typewriter Service
No. 21 Hammond Arcade

Phone 2457

Have you thought about
having your
'

Shoes Dyed
to match your
Easter outfit?

Younoren
Shoe Shop

jL r

has all the answers.

W C U C llV d *
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Have Your Clothes Cleaned
Now for Easter

Missoula Laundry
Phone 3118

Always the Best

Dyeing • Shining - Repairing
At Lower Prices
We call for and deliver free.

COLLING SHOE SHOP
Phone 6381

DaCo Cured Meats are good for Easter or any
other day of the year.

JOHN R. DAILY, Inc.
115 W. Front St.—Phone 2181

Branch - ■MODEL MARKET — Phone 2835

626 S. Higgins

, HOW OLD ARE ^TH E S E ARE O NLY
THE ALLIGATORS 4 0 YEARS OLD, M ISS
ON YOUR FARM, b C H U BB IN S . JU S T
-------------------I W A IT ’ T IL L

Interfratem ity athletic mana
gers are requested to turn in en
tries for the golf and tennis tourn
Harry Adams, track coach and aments before Friday.
minor sports director, underwent
DWAVNE BOWLER.
surgical treatment (or an infected
jaw and throat at St. Patrick’s
hospital Saturday afternoon.
Adams noticed the infection sev MONTANA TEACHERS
eral weeks ago and has been under Free enrollment. Register now
for 1938. 23 years Superior
medical care since. He was taken Service. Member N. A. T. A.
to the hospital Wednesday after
Huff Teachers Agency
having been confined to his home
Just off the Campus
several days.
University Avenue and Helen

HERE'S BERTHA, OUR GRAND- i
MOTHER 'G ATOR. SHES OVER
10 FEET LONG AND EASILY
A HUNDRED YEARS OLD j
m y W h a t b is te e th
GRANDMOTHER HAS.

“ “ BETTER TO BITE
ITH, I GUESS cisf*

KAIMIN SPORTS A TEAR AGO
Amid swirling snowflakes, Jack
Rose and Wayne Gitchell turn in
a 9:44.7 two-mile run, the fastest
since the day of Arnold Gillette,
Montana’s great distance runner.
Final Interfraternity bowling tab
ulations show Mike Murphy, Sig
ma Chi kegler, as tops with 643
pins for high Individual series
score and 187 pins fo r the best
average. Sigma Chi and Sigma
Phi Epsilon open the Interfrater
nity baseball schedule.

I t’s Better Dry Cleaning
Dial 2151

Florence Laundry Co.

The Home of Fine Furniture

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

CARBURETOR $1.25
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Sander Johnson

George Jan ie

JENSEN
FURNITURE
135 West Main

Frank Spon, Prop.

IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL

TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Corner Higgins and Broadway

PrinceAlbert

THE NATIONAL
JOY SM O K iS

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2 - 02 . tin of Prince Albert
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Communications
Ames Begins
is an old saying that one
Campus Visit getsThere
out of a course what one puts
(Continued from P a so Two)

Members Claim
Honor for Post

MONTANA

Society
(Continued from P age Two)

week-end guest of Kappa Alpha
Michael J. Mansfield, instructor Theta.
June Edwards, Malta, and Mar
into it. This certainly applies to in history and social science, is the
(Continued iu/m Page One)
ROTC. We all have to take some youngest American Legionnaire in garet Clark, Trout Creek, were
through four or five states for two
courses we see no need for. We the country, members of Hellgate /Sunday dinner guests of Kappa
month* each spring. This year he
are proud that we have been given Post No. 27 claim.
Alpha Theta.
has spent a week at Brigham the chance to know the horrors of
The latest edition of American
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lawry, Mr.
Young university in Salt Lake, a war at a more strategic viewpoint.
Legion’s magazine gives the honor and Mrs. Russell Smith, Missoula,
week at the University of Nevada We can feel more clearly than
Ito an Ohio man bom in 1902. Mans and Diane Riley, Butte, were Sun
in Reno, and is now lecturing a those on other campuses, who have
field was bom in 1903.
day dinner guests of Alpha Tau
week here.
not had to take ROTC, the hatred
P o s t officials have registered Omega.
After Missoula, Ames’ itinerary of war and all it stands for. We
claim with national headquarters.
Herbert Rolph, speaker of the
takes him to Montana State col* do see the need for basic training
house of representatives last ses
lege at Bozeman and the Univer in case a war was inevitable, we
FOUR
STUDENTS
VISIT
sion,
was a Thursday dinner guest
sity of Wyoming at Laramie for would know a few things any man
STATE PENITENTIARY of Alpha Tau Omega.
one week each. He will conclude who was conscripted would have
Lee Metcalf, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
his trip with a lecture at Billings to know. A person who has taken
Four economics and sociology Gillie, Butte, and Charles Martin,
Polytechnic college.
ROTC does not have to be called
Lost spring the Canadian talked t o ' war any sooner than anyone seniors who visited the Montana Libby, were Sunday dinner guests
in 32 colleges from Florida to Vir else. ROTC cadets have the same State penitentiary at Deer Lodge of Sigma Chi.
ginia. His Wyoming visit soon privileges of conscription as the Saturday obtained criminal sta
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
will leave Delaware the only state lumberjack cutting down a tree, or tistics for use in a study of social pledging of Charles Eidel, Great
in which he has never lectured.] a farmer cursing his stubborn trends, Dr. 'Harold Tascher said Falls.
today.
Ames talked at Montana State col
Mrs. Howard Nelson, Conrad,
mule.
Members of the social research
lege four years ago.
and James Reynolds, Billings,
A person has to learn to take
Denying that he admires Hitler, orders and give them. He must class who made thetrip are Ma- were Sunday dinner guests of Sig
as quoted in a Salt Lake paper two know in what manner to address belle Gould and Nan Shoemaker, ma Alpha Epsilon.
weeks ago, Alnes said Instead that men under his leadership. Where Missoula; Joan Mathews, Moore,
Sunday dinner guests at North
he admires the results that Hitler s there a better example for train and Wayne Eveland, Butte.
hall were Helen Gibb, Belton,
has obtained. Germany's dictator, ing in this line than in ROTC. We
guest
of Ruth Stanley, Great Falls;
according to Sir Herbert, has uni know that under a voluntary sys tion to Marriage? A practical
Helen Preston, Great Falls, guest
fied the country and freed it from tem we would never have been course, planned by a committee of
of Ruth Stanley; Sibel Taylor,
restrictions of the Versailles treaty within yards and yards of that lit students and interested faculty
Missoula, guest of Chloe Moore,
and yet has caused no bloodshed. tle shack. We would have had to members to meet actual needs as
Forsyth; Catherine Wickware, Vadetermined
by
a
student
ques
G e r m a n s under 40 back Der learn much later in life the lesson
lier, guest of Frances Whalen,
Fuehrer completely and he has the of taking orders without a com tionnaire. •
Based on the organization of our Pompey’s Pillar, and Miss Char
admiration of youth.
plaint, to accept an order as law other survey courses, the Introduc lotte Russel, guest of Melba Mitch
Sir Herbert toured central Eu and carry it out the best we could.
tion to Marriage could have lec ell, Roundup.
rope last fall, seeing Hitler and
Whether we intend to take ad
Betty Graham, Butte, was the
talking with Schussnigg, ex-chan vance ROTC or not we give our tures three times a week using the
week-end guest of Helen Holloway
cellor of Austria, and Benes, presi loudest cheers to this university best talent of our faculty sf well
as of the community, or perhaps at North hall.
dent of Czechoslovakia.
for compulsory ROTC. We know
Mrs. George Gordon, Fort Ben
Ames is a Canadian, though at that years from now, when we special speakers could be called in
present living for the most of the look back over our college life, we upon occasion. Small quizz or dis ton, is spending a few days at
year in the United States. For will never, never regret the fact cussion sections meeting twice a North hall as guest of her daugh
eight years he was a member of that we had to take ROTC. If we week to talk over lecture material ter, Winnie.
Leta Mae Swan of Iowa State
the Montreal City council. Then hadn’t been compelled to take it, would be useful in stimulating in
college was a week-end guest of
from 1904 to 1920 he represented we would regret it the rest of our terest and research.
Laila
Belle Woods, Livingston, at
Such a course as this, offering a
his native city, Montreal, in the lives, as others have. We had lit
Dominion Parliament. He w a s tle or no interest in any course that background in the biological, so North hall.
Laura Matson spent the week
chairman of the select standing had the word WAR connected with cial, psychological and practical
committee on banking and com it. We are proud we are two buck aspects of home building would end with her parents in Corvallis.
Sybil Matthews spent the week
not
only
aid
the
individuals
but
merce of that body for nine years. privates in the Grizzly battalion of
would benefit the race, ease the
World War Activity
ROTC.
responsibility
of
doctors
and
law
During the World war Sir Her
HARLEY BEASLEY
yers, and perhaps be a means of
bert was honorary secretary-“gen
BOB SYKES.
combating many of the prevalent
eral for the Canadian Patriotic
social evils. If education is to help
Fund, which organization raised
Exclusive Dry
Speaking of Practical Courses— men to live wisely and completely,
and distributed nearly $50,000,000
Over two hundred colleges and why not begin at the foundation
Cleaners
for the support of the wives and
universities of the United States of human society, the Home?
dependant relatives of Canadian
Phone 3131
have recognized the need for edu
HELEN RIFFO.
soldiers.
cation to lit students for what at
In 1919 Ames was Invited to as
least eighty per cent of them will
sume the post of financial director
face: marriage and building the
of the League of Nations secre
home. The day is largely past
tariat then being organized in Lon
when child training is left1to the
don. He filled this position from
trial and error method. Why, on
1919-1926, living for six years at
the most important phase of hu
T H E Y ’RE F E A T U R E D I N T H E
Geneva, the seat of the League.
man life, must youth have to ex
M
AY I S S U E OF E S Q U I R E
periment to learn the best ways to
meet these vital problems? Some
families have found success in
spite of the conspicuous failures in
marriage. Should not every young
man and woman have the advan
Under the spreading law school
tages of acquaintance with the
elm; the student lawyers play.
best methods and understanding
With the coming of spring, bud
relating
to continuance of the
ding barristers have dropped torts
and ping-pong for their annual race?
Montana
State university has
volley ball contests.
On either side of their front courses in Introduction to Humani
ties,
Introduction
to Social Science,
walk, law students last week bat
etc. Why not a course in Introducted a rolled-up pair of gloves back
and forth until one of the six-man
teams won first a practice game
and then a bitter 21-20 struggle.
It’s Time
"It all began,” explained Lawyer
For Your
Tom Mulroney, “in the spring of
1936. The class of '38 decided it
Faster
needed more exercise and devised
the game of law school volley
Permanent
ball."
At the
Groups fall in for play at ran
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end at her home in Hamilton.
Louise Rostad, Big Timber, was
her guest in Hamilton.
Jane McLeod spent Sunday at
her home in Arlee.
Helen Lewis spent the week-end
with her father in Drummond.
Mrs. A. J. Sugg and Margaret
Sugg, Missoula, were Sunday din
ner guests at Corbin hall.
Jack Walsh, Butte, and Mrs. J.
Harrington and children were
Sunday dinner guests at Corbin
hall.
Mrs. Frank Turner, Mrs. Theo
dore Brantly and Miss Anne Platt
were Thursday dinner guests of
Delta Delta Delta.
Peggy Wynne, Alberton, was a
Sunday visitor of Delta Delta
Delta.
June Eldridge, Missoula, and
Peggy Wynne, Alberton, were
Sunday dinner guests at Corbin
hall.
Felicita Pease spent the week
end visiting in Butte.
Blanche Casto went to Anaconda
over the week-end.
Mary Katherine Mee spent the
week-end visiting in Anaconda.

Cogswell, ’23, Returns
To Visit in Missoula
W. O. Cogswell, ’23, director of
Pan-Pacific Press Bureau, news
service with headquarters at Hono
lulu, Hawaii, has returned to Mis
soula to visit for several weeks.
Cogswell is a brother of A. C.
Cogswell, journalism instructor at
the university. WITHDRAWAL REGULATIONS
ANNOUNCED BY REGISTRAR
Ceasing to attend classes does
not constitute withdrawal, J. B.
Speer, registrar, warned students
again yesterday. Students not at
tending classes and not withdraw
ing will be assigned a grade of F.
Instructors must assign a grade
of W or F on courses dropped after
Wednesday. Dean R. H. Jesse
must aprove changes.

of Pharmacy.
Robert Sommervllle, graduate
assistant in bacteriology and hy
giene, will talk on "Food Poison
Twenty-four women, five feet ing” at a meeting of Phi Sigma,
four inches, interested in May Pole biology honorary, at 7:15 o'clock
dance, are requested to report at tonight.
the women’s gym between 1 and 2
o’clock Wednesday, April 20.
CLASSIFIED AD
Alpha Kappa Psl, national com WANTED—One trumpeter for Co
ed orchestra. Call Hope Wil
mercial honorary, will meet at 8
o'clock tomorrow in the Student liamson. 4825.
Union.
The State Board of Phormacy
examination can be taken this year
at the university on May 31 and
June 1, according to Alex F. Peter
Will Complete Your
son, Jr., member of the State Board

Notices

A New Hat
Easter Ensemble

F eep your radio dial set on

1260

Your friendly Columbia station

Blooming Plants
Cut Flowers

$ 1 .9 8
—None higher.

NEW PURSES

Prices Reasonable for best possible quality.
Telegraph flowers home.

$ 1.00
Dotty Dunn Hat Shop

HEINRICH’S FLOWERS

130 N. HIGGINS
Across from Penney’s

Butte Cleaners

..out for
more
pleasure

Lawyers Frolic
Under the Elms

dom and contestants alternate in
the different playing positions with
In Smith Drug Store
each change of serve. “The only
rule,” said Mulroney, “is you have
PHONE 5311
to play in good faith. The boys are
honor-bound to play the game
properly.”
“And with all their heart and
soul,” put In one of a group of
lawyers hard at work holding
down the law school steps.
■“'""Our spring equipment isn’t in
Borg Jewelry and
yet,” went on Mulroney. “Usually
somebody leaves a tennis ball
Optical Co.
around.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted
“Yes, we consider ourselves the
champs and we have a standing
challenge to any other campus
Dr. E. L. Williams
group. I have seen some football
Chiropractor
players playing our game, but they
Foot Ailments
don’t use the good faith rule.”
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735
Ping-pong, which according to |
Mulroney, has become an estab
Dr. W. H. Pardis
lished law school activity since the
Chiropractor
departure of Dean Leaphart, is on
Equipped with X-ray and
its way out. “The Easter tourna
Neurocalometer
ment will end ping-pong,” Mul
HAMMOND ARCADE
roney said. “From then on in,
anybody who plays ping-pong will I
be kind of out of season.”
Dr. A. G. Whaley

KUT’N’KURL

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Slacks O’ Farmerettes
95c, *1.95, *2 .9 5
Flannel Slacks

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

All Colors

♦3.95 and *4 .5 0

The Leader

Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

Step right up
and ask for
Chesterfields. . .

BROflDTOnt

they’ll g ive you
more pleasure

STRIPES

than any cigarette
you ever smoked

exemplify the fashion trend to muted pastel
colors in shirtings. The fabric is an extreme
ly well-balanced broadcloth with a silk-like
texture into which is woven a series of welldefined stripes of related deeptoned colors.
Like all Arrow Shirts these are Sanforized
Shrunk and provide utmost comfort through
the patented Mitoga form-fit design.

To complmmt tboso shirts Arrow has ertatm
BtoaJtoiu Cravats . , . $ L 5 0

The MERCANTILE
MISSOULA'S OLDEST, L A IO IIT AND B U T I T O l l
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